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Abstract. In the present  paper, the effects of side  slopes, bed slopes and bed  roughness on the flow over 
free  overfalls in triangular channels have been studied  experimentally. For this  purpose, three models of 
triangular  channels with free overfalls have been constructed and fixed in a  6m length laboratory flume. 
These three models had length of 244cm with different values of side slopes (Z) (0.8(H):1(V), 1:1 and 
1.33:1).  Each one of  these models had four different bed slopes (S) (0, 0.0041, 0.0082 and 0.0123). For 
each bed slope, the bed was roughened with three particle sizes of sand (ds) (1.18mm, 2.36mm, and 
4.75mm). The experimental testing program included sixteen series of experiments for each model. Four of 
them were for smooth beds and twelve for rough beds. A total of forty eight experiments were tested for 
different rates of discharge (Q).  Experimental results of all models showed that Froude number (Frb) of 
flow decreases with the increasing of end depth ratio values (yb/yc) for different bed roughness, different 
bed slopes. The relations between the brink depth (yb) and the critical depth (yc) were found to be a simple 
linear formula for various bottom slope and different bottom roughness. An empirical expression was 
obtained for the flow over the free overfall in triangular channels for different bed slopes and roughness. 
The results of the present study have been compared with studies were obtained by other investigators, the 
comparison shows a very good agreement between them.  

1 Introduction  
The overfall is a weir with broad crest causing sudden 
change in water depth by free fall of water [1]. Studying 
the free overfall is important in hydraulic structures 
subject because of the possibility of using this structure 
in measuring the discharge in the laboratory in addition 
to its main function as a device to transport the flow 
from high level to lower level. The overfall structures 
can be shown permanently in natural or artificial 
channels. In natural channels the overfall formed by 
changing river bed level from a high level to a lower 
level as a result of erosion of the river bed, but in the 
artificial channels these structures can be formed by 
changing the bottom level of these channels for energy 
dissipation purposes.  
     Many experimental and theoretical researches were 
conducted to study the water overfalls. Rouse, 1936, is 
the first which pointed out the possibility of using the 
free overfall as a simple structure for measuring the 
discharge without requiring any calibration [2]. He found 
that the end depth ratio (EDR) for critical flow in 
rectangular and horizontal free overfall channel equal to 
0.715. The end depth ratio is the ratio of end depth 
(bring depth) (yb) to the critical depth (yc). Also, Rouse 

proposed an empirical equation to measure the rate of 
discharge over free overfall of rectangular channel with 
Froud Number (Fr) ranging between 1 and 20. The 
researchers Delleur et al. presented a similar study on a 
rectangular channel, but with greater values of 
roughness. The results of this study show that the 
relative roughness (ks/yc) less than 0.1 (where ks 
represents height of roughnes) [3]. Also, Delleur's et al. 
study shows that when the value of (ks/yc) more than 
0.1, the EDR value will be smaller than the expected 
value due to the effect of roughness. (Rajaratnam et al., 
1964) [4] present an experimental study on the various 
shapes of channels sections, they found that the value of 
the EDR is equal to 0.715 for confined rectangular 
channels, and for unconfined channels it is equal to 
0.705. Also, they obtained that EDR equal to 0.795 for 
unconfined triangular channels. (Ali and Sykes, 1972)[5] 
and (Ahmad, 2002)[6] found  that (EDR) for the 
triangular channel equal to 0.795 and 0.762, 
respectively. (Ramamurthy et al., 2004)[7] studied the 
pressure head, flow velocity and water surface profile for 
trapezoidal free overfall channel. (Beirami et al., 
2006)[8] presented theoretical study for different free 
overfall channel sections with horizontal slopes by using 
momentum equation. He found that the end depth ratio 
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(EDR) for rectangular, triangular and parabola channels 
sections equal to 0.7016, 0.8051 and 0.7642, 
respectively, and indicated in this study that (Andersn, 
1967)[9] and (Murty, 1994)[10] found (EDR) equal to 
0.694 and 0.705 for the rectangular channels, 0.762 and 
0.795 for the triangular channels and 0.735 and 0.758 for 
the channels parabola, respectively. (Gue et al., 
2008)[11] investigated the channel bed roughness and 
bed slope effects on the flow over rectangular free 
overfall. In this study the bed was roughened by discrete 
square cross section strips with dimensions (6mm×6mm) 
and various distances between these strips. This study 
concluded that EDR decreases with increasing the ratio 
of spacing to height of strips (L/h). (Tigrek et al., 
2008)[12] studied, experimentally, the bed slope and 
Manning's coefficient effects on the properties of flow 
over rectangular free overfalls. They concluded that 
EDR increases with increase in  the roughness for any 
bed slope, also, EDR increases with decrease in the bed 
slope for both sub- critical and super-critical flow. 
(Mohammed et al., 2011)[13] studied the effect of bed 
roughness and bed slope in a rectangular overfall 
channel. Different bed roughness cases were used in this 
study with two bed slopes. They found six equations to 
evaluate EDR according to different bed roughness. 
(Ibrahim, 2016)[14] studied experimentally the bed 
roughness, side slope and bed slope effects on flow 
characteristics over free overfall trapezoidal channels. In 
this study, as done by Gue et al., 2008, the bed was 
roughened by square strips fixed at different spacing. 
This study shows that EDR decreases with increasing the 
bed slope and the average value of EDR is equal to 0.729 
for sub-critical and super-critical flow with smooth bed.        
        The aim of the present study is to investigate the 
hydraulic characteristics of the free overfalls of the 
triangular channels with an indication of the influence of 
the channel bed roughness, longitudinal bed slope and 
side slope on the depth of water at the edge of overfall as 
well as the relationship of this depth with critical depth. 
Also, the present study aims to find empirical equation to 
calculate the discharge for the cases studied in this 
research. 

2 Dimensional analysis 

Dimensional analysis proves to be a generally valid 
method to recognize the information structure in the 
relationships between physical parameters in a precise 
and clear way. It starts from the fact that in quantitative 
natural science, the descriptive quantities have 
dimensions and can be divided correspondingly into 
basic quantities and derived quantities. 
        Dimensional analysis is helpful in laboratory work, 
because it provides a guide to those variables that 
significantly influence the phenomena; thus, it indicates 
the way in which experimental work should progress 
[15]. 
        In this study a dimensional analysis was applied to 
predict an empirical equation for measuring the flow 
discharge over the free overfall of triangular channels as 
shown in Figure (1).  

 
 
Fig. 1.  Free overfall for triangular channel. 
      
        The possible factors influencing the flow discharge 
(Q) over free overfall are: 
 

),,,,,,,(1 gNmSyyfQ cb                             (1) 
 
Q= Average flow discharge (L3T-1) 
yb = Bring depth (L) 
yc = Critical depth (L) 
S= Longitudinal slope of the channel 
m=Side slope of the channel (m (horizontal):1 (vertical)) 
N= Manning's roughness coefficient 
g= Acceleration of gravity (LT-2) 
ρ= Mass density (ML-3) 
µ=Water viscosity (ML-1T-1) 
 
        Using Buckingham´s Pi-theorem (π theorem), and 
choosing (yb, g and  ρ) as repeated variables, the 
following equation of dimensionless parameters can be 
obtained: 
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        As mentioned by Chow, 1959[16], when the flow is 
turbulent, the viscosity forces become weak relative to 
inertia forces, therefore, it can neglect Reynolds's 
number (Re). Rearranging Equation (2), the following 
equation can be obtained: 
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3 Experimental work  
The experimental work of this study was carried out in 
Hydraulic laboratory at Environmental Engineering 
Department in Tikrit University. This work was 
conducted in 6m long rectangular flume, with cross 
section of 0.3m width and 0.4m height. The walls of this 
flume is Perspex glass and the bed is painted iron. The 
models of triangular free overfall channel of each test 
were constructed using 6mm thickness Perspex glass, 
these models were fixed in the working flume by 
adhesive material to prevent any leakage from sides and 
bottom. The experimental tests of this study were 
divided into three groups (A, B and C). Each group 
represents free overfall triangular channel with side 
slope, (m), 0.8:1, 1:1 and 1.33:1, respectively. The tests 
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of each group were carried out with four different 
longitudinal slopes (S) (0 (horizontal slope), 1/244, 
2/244 and 3/244). For each of the above tests four 
different roughness (N) of the channel sides were used, 
the first one is without using any roughing material on 
the channel sides, and in the other three types the 
channel sides were roughened by using three different  
sizes of gravel (1.18, 2.36 and 4.75mm). For each run, 
eight different discharges (at least) were passed, 
therefore 425 runs were carried out in this study.  
        The discharge which passes through the channel 
was measured by using 90o V-notch weir with sharp 
crest. This weir was manufactured from 10mm thickness 
Perspex glass. The flow rate passing over this weir was 
calculated using the volumetric method, where for each 
head above the weir crest, the discharge was measured 
three times and the rate of these discharges was 
calculated. Thus, the discharge equation for this weir 
was developed as follows: 
 
Q = 0.012 H 2.552                                                            (4) 
Q = Rate of discharge (ℓ/sec) 
H = Depth of water over the weir crest (cm) 
 
        Two point gauges with accurately reading of 0.1mm 
were used for measuring the bring depth (yb) of the 
triangular overfall channel and the water depth over the 
weir crest. Figure (2) shows working flume with 
experimental setup details. 
 

   
Fig. 2. Experimental flume with accessories.   

     The variables that were measured for each 
experiment are the water depth at the beginning of the 
channel (yn), the bring depth at the edge of the free 
overfall (yb) and the depth of water above the triangle 
weir (H). The critical depth (yc) for each test was 
calculated by the following equation: 

c

c

T
A

g
Q 32

                                                                   (5) 

Where : 
Ac = The cross section area of flow at critical condition 
Tc= Top width of water surface at critical condition     

    =2myc 
2
cc myA                                                                     (6) 

cc myT 2                                                                  (7) 
        Substituting Equations (6) and (7) in Equation (5), 
the following equation produced: 
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                                                           (8) 

4 Results and discussion 
The experimental results of this study were prepared 
according to parameters that were produced from 
dimensional analysis as mentioned in previous section.  
 
4.1 Relation of bring depth (yb) with critical 

depth (yc) 
Figures (3, 4, 5 and 6) show the relationship between the 
bring depth (yb) and the critical depth (yc) for (m1) 
triangular channel free overfall with various bottom 
slope and different bottom roughness. It can be seen that 
this relation is defined as simple linear formula as 
follows:  

)(1 cb yay                                                                 (9) 

 
        From these figures it can be seen that (yb) increases 
with increase in  (yc) at a high correlation coefficient for 
the sub-critical and super-critical flow conditions, as 
shown in Table (1). 
        N0 means the bed of the channel without using any 
roughing material, and N1, N2, N3 represent the bed 
roughness with using gravel of size 1.18, 2.36 and 
4.75mm, respectively. S0 refers to horizontal bed slope 
and S1, S2, S3 represent bed slope of the triangular 
channel equal to (1/244= 0.0041), (2/244=0.0082) and 
(3/244=0.00123), respectively. 
        Also, the above figures show that the bed slope and 
bed roughness have a slight effect on the relation 
between the bring depth and the critical depth. It is worth 
to mention that same results were produced for the 
channels with side slopes (m2 and m3). 
  

    
 
Fig. 3. Variation of (yb) with (yc) for triangular channels 
without roughness material and different bed slopes.  
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Fig. 4. Variation of (yb) with (yc) for triangular channels with 
N1 roughness material and different bed slopes. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Variation of (yb) with (yc) for triangular channels with 
N2 roughness material and different bed slopes. 

 

 
Fig. 6. Variation of (yb) with (yc) for triangular channels with 
N3 roughness material and different bed slopes. 

 

Table 1. Magnitudes of (a1) constant and determination 
coefficients for triangular channels different bed roughness and 

different bed slopes. 

Fr R² a1=(yb/yc) Roughness 
0.45-1.47 0.978 0.788 N0 
0.44-1.13 0.995 0.7704 N1 
0.32-1.00 0.983 0.7577 N2 
0.31-0.94 0.955 0.7048 N3 

 

4.2 Relationship of ( 5/ bgyQ ) with ( cb yy / ) 

The dimensionless parameter ( 5/ bgyQ ) represents 
Froud Number (Frb) of flow over free overfall triangular 
channel in terms of bring depth (yb). The variation of this 
parameter according to the ratio (yb/yc) was studied for 
different bed roughness and for all cases of bed slope 
that were investigated in this study. Figures (7, 8 and 9) 

show the relation of the parameter ( 5/ bgyQ ) or (Frb) 
with the ratio (yb/yc)  for different bed roughness and S1 
bed slope of triangular channel with side slope (m1, m2 
and m3), respectively. 
        Same relations were observed channels with bed 
slope S2 and S3.  
 
 

 
 

Fig.7. Variation of ( 5/ bgyQ ) with (yb/yc) for triangular 
channels with m1 side slope, S1 bed slope and different 
roughness material.  
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Fig. 8. Variation of ( 5/ bgyQ ) with (yb/yc) for triangular 

channels with m2 side slope, S1 bed slope and different 
roughness material. 

 
 
Fig. 9. Variation of ( 5/ bgyQ ) with (yb/yc) for triangular 
channels with m3 side slope, S1 bed slope and different 
roughness material. 
      
        From these figures it can be seen that (Frb) 
decreases with increase in the end depth ratio (yb/yc). 
Also, these figures show that the variation of the side 
slope effects on the relation between (Frb) and (yb/yc), 
where, for constant (Frb) the end depth ratio (yb/yc)  
increases with increase in (m) (which means decreasing 
the inclination of the channel sides with the horizontal). 
In addition to the above, the bed roughness and bed 
slope of the channel was found to have no or very little 
effect on this relation for all conditions of flow. 
 
5 Discharge equation of triangular 

channel with free overfall 
The experimental data were used to produce an empirical 
equation for measuring the discharge through triangular 
channel with free overfall, where approximately 70% of 
these data can be expressed in to following equation by 
using a statistical program SPSS 19. 

047.0

01.0
5.25.0252.1

N
SmygQ b                           (10) 

        The coefficient of determination of this equation 
(R2) equal to 0.922. 
        This equation clearly shows that the influence of 
bed slope (S) and bed roughness (N) is relatively small 
on the discharge. This agrees with the analysis of the 
above results, where these results show that no or little 
influence of the bed slope and bed roughness on the 
Froud Number, which is the same on the discharge. The 

magnitude of the parameter (
047.0

1.0

N
S ) is approximately 

equal to unity, therefore, Equation (10) can be reduced to 
a final form as follows: 

5.25.0252.1 bmygQ                                      (11) 

        The remaining approximately 30% of the 
experimental data were used to verify the above 
developed equation. Figure (10) represents the relation 
between the resulted experimental discharges for 
different cases of triangular channel with free overfall 
and the discharges were measured from Equation (11) 
for the same conditions of these cases. This figure and 
the calculated standard error ratio for this relation, which 
is equal to 0.154%, show a good agreement between the 
experimental and measured results. 
 

 
 
Fig. 10. The relation between experimental discharge and 
calculated discharge by Equation (11) for triangular channels 
overfalls. 
 
        Also, the observed equation of this study coincides 
with relations that were derived by earlier researchers, 
for horizontal channels without roughness material, as 
shown in Table (2). Figure (11) represents the relation 
between the calculated discharge and bring depth for 
triangular channel free overfall with side slope (m1) 
using the different observed equations. 
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Table 2. Observed equations for flow over triangular channel 

free overfall. 

 
 

 

 
 
Fig. 11. Comparison of present study with earlier researches.  

6 Conclusions 
In the present study, the characteristics of flow in 
triangular channels with free overfalls were 
experimentally examined. The experiments were carried 
out by passing different discharges through channels 
with different bed slope, side slopes and bed roughness.     
        Based on the analysis of the resulting data for 425 
tests, the following points represent the main conclusions 
of this study: 
1- The bring depth (yb) increases with increase in  the 

critical depth (yc), and the average end depth ratio 
(EDR) or (yb/yc) was found equal to 0.755. 

2- Froud Number (Frb) decreases with increase in the 
end depth ratio (yb/yc) and this relation is affected by 
variation in the side slope of the triangular channel, 
where the same Froud Number, the EDR increases 
with increase in  the magnitude of (m) from 0.8 to 
1.33. 

3- The bed roughness and bed slope of the channel was 
found to have no or very little effect on the relation 
between (Frb) and EDR. 

4- A good equation was developed for measuring the 
discharge through triangular channel with free overfall. 
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Différence 
Ratio % Equation   Researchers 

0.0255  
Rajaratnam and 

Muralidhar, 1964 

1.2096  Andersen, 1967 

0.0825  Ali and Sykes, 1972 

0.0255  Murty, 1994 

0.2258  Ahmad, 2002 

0.3372  Beirami et al., 2006 

-  The present study 
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